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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a method for generating arbitrary view image by interpolating images between three
cameras using epipolar geometry. Projective geometry has recently been used in the �eld of computer vision, because
projective geometry can be easily determined compararing with Euclidean geometry. In the proposed method, three
input camera images are recti�ed so that the vertical and horizontal directions can be completely aligned to the
epipolar planes between the cameras. This recti�cation provides Projective Voxel Space (PVS), in which the three
axes are aligned with the direction of camera's projection. Such alignment simpli�es the procedure for projection
and back projection between the 3D space and the image planes. First, we apply shape-from-silhouette with taking
advantage of PVS. The consistency of color value between the images is evaluated for �nal determination of the
object surface voxel. Therefore, consistent matching in three images is estimated and images can be interpolated
from the matching information. Synthesized images are based on 3D shape in PVS, so the occlusion of the object is
reproduced in the generated images, however it requires only weak calibration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For interpolating images from new point of view based on real multiple images, one approach is to reconstruct the
3D shape of object in the scene, so that images can be generated from 3D shape and texture data. In general, 3D
reconstruction requires camera calibration that is performed by checking the correspondence between 3D geometry in
world coordinates and 2D geometry in image coordinates.10,5 Although reconstructed 3D shape itself is not required
explicitly,8 the reconstruction of 3D geometry has some advantages. With handling multiple images in a common
3D coordinate, the geometry of occluded point in an image can be determined by the other images.

Recently, projective geometry has often been used in the �eld of computer vision,6{8,1 because projective ge-
ometry can be determined easier than Euclidean geometry. While determination of Euclidean geometry requires a
map of correspondences between the position in image, which is represented in 2D coordinate, and the position in
Euclidean space, which is represented in 3D coordinate, determination of projective geometry requires only several
correspondences of position in image, that is represented in 2D coordinate. Then we call the traditional camera
calibration \strong calibration" and calibration for projective geometry \weak calibration". Projective geometry
makes it possible to determine epipolar line for any point in image, however it has no notion of a world coordinate.11

Thus, projective geometry is easy to calibrate, but it doesn't determine world coordinate such as Euclidean geometry
which determines 3D space for all cameras and objects in the scene.

In this paper, we propose an approach to reconstruct 3D shape in a voxel space from three images and weak
calibration. We name this voxel space \Projective Voxel Space" (PVS), which makes it possible to handle all data in
a common three-dimensional coordinate frame. The coordinate axes in PVS are not orthogonal in the real world, so
the reconstructed 3D shape itself is not equal to 3D shape in Euclidean geometry. However the reconstructed shape
describes enough 3D information for generating arbitrary new images by interpolating input images.
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2. PROJECTIVE VOXEL SPACE (PVS)

2.1. EPIPOLAR GEOMETRY

Epipolar geometry is one form of handling the projection function. As shown in the Figure 1, a point, which is
visible in an image, must exist on a line, which is back-projected from the camera in Euclidean geometry. Therefore,
a point in a scene must be equal to a cross-point of back-projected line from each camera. The epipolar plane is a
plane going through the line connecting each focus point of the camera, and the epipolar line is a line in an image
obtained by projecting the back-projection line of the other camera.

Epipolar Line

Image Plane

Epipolar Plane

Backprojection Line

Focus PointFocus Point

Epipolar Line

Image Plane

Figure 1. Epipolar lines and an epipolar plane in Euclidean geometry
,

2.2. FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX

First of all, we apply fundamental matrix, which is one of the description forms of projective geometry in two images.
Fundamental matrix is a 3�3 matrix, and it theoretically requires only seven matching points in it's determination.2

Using the fundamental matrix, epipolar lines can be solved from arbitrary points in the other image as shown in
Figure 2. Conversely, a point in the solved epipolar line and the fundamental matrix can solve corresponding epipolar
line in the original image. Thus, fundamental matrix can solve arbitrary epipolar lines in a pair of images.

Fundamental Matrix Between The images

Arbitrary Point Obtained Epipolar Line

Fundamental Matrix Between The images

Epipolar Line Arbitrary Point
On The Epipolar Line

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Obtainment of epipolar line : (a) An arbitrary point and fundamental matrix can obtain an epipolar line
in the other image ; (b) Obtained epipolar line in the original image

2.3. RECTIFICATION OF EPIPOLAR LINES

As mentioned, the correct matching point theoretically exists on the corresponding epipolar line in each image. In
this way, fundamental matrix can restrict the searching area of a matching point just on a line in each image. Having
more than two images and fundamental matrices between all pairs of the images, we can apply this restriction more
e�ciently. Because the fundamental matrix and a point in the image can determine epipolar line in the other image,
matching point in the other image must be equal to the crosspoint of the epipolar lines which are determined by
matching points in two images. Figure 3 shows this framework of epipolar line. Thus, a correct matching point in
two of the images can automatically determine the matching point in the other image.

Generally, epipolar lines between two images are distributed like fan shape. Then, recti�cation of epipolar lines
is reasonable for processing of searching matching points. In the same way, Figure 4-(a) shows the distribution of
epipolar lines between each pairs of three images, and recti�cation works as Figure 4-(b). As a matter of course, the
ability of epipolar lines, which restricts the searching area of matching points, is still valid in the recti�ed images. As
show in Figure 4-(b), a pair of matching points in two images can determine the matching point in the other image.
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Figure 3. Determination of matching point in the other image using epipolar lines : (a) matching points in two
images ; (b) determined matching point using epipolar lines
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Figure 4. Recti�cation of epipolar lines between three images and an example of matching points: (a) epipolar
lines in original images ; (b) recti�ed epipolar lines and examples of matching points

Projective Voxel Space

Rectified Image

Rectified Image
Rectified Image

Figure 5. Projective Voxel Space

2.4. DETERMINATION OF PROJECTIVE VOXEL SPACE

In the section 2.3, three images are recti�ed and epipolar lines are aligned to the epipolar lines between images.
Setting the three recti�ed images as shown in Figure 5, a voxel space is de�ned. The searching of matching points in
three images is equal to 3D reconstruction in this voxel space. We name this space \Projective Voxel Space" (PVS)
, because the axes in this space are aligned to the direction of the camera projection.

Thus, PVS is a 3D space that has distorted coordinates in Euclidean geometry, and the shape of the object in
this voxel space doesn't have similarity to the shape in the real world. The concept of this distortion between PVS
and the real world is shown in Figure 6. However, the surface of the shape in PVS denotes the matching points
in all images. Thus, the concept of PVS enables correct matching points in two images to determine the occluded
matching points in the other images.
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Camera Camera 

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Distortion caused by recti�cation : (a) epipolar lines and shape of an object in original images ; (b)
recti�ed epipolar lines and distorted shape of the object

3. SHAPE-FROM-SILHOUETTE METHOD

As mentioned in the previous sections, matching points in all pairs of three images can be handled in the common
coordinate system, which is named PVS. The relation between PVS and three recti�ed images is orthographical
projection as show in Figure 5. We apply shape-from-silhouette method in the PVS using silhouette in the three
input images, and bounding 3D space of the object in PVS is acquired.

4. SURFACE VOXEL DETECTION

As described in the previous section, shape-from-silhouette method can acquire bounding space of the object in PVS.
This bounding shape does not have enough accuracy in most of the cases. The purpose of our method is to synthesize
images from free point of view. Synthesis of images requires occluding relationship of voxels that is notion about
which point is hidden and which point hides that hidden point. To obtain accurate 3D model with consideration of
occlusion, several methods have been proposed.9,3 In this paper we adopt a simple method, because our purpose
does not require detailed 3D shape, but rough shape with correct occluding relationship is su�cient for new view
generation.

As described in Section 2, correct matching point is equal to the surface of the object in PVS. The correct
matching point might have similar color in the image, so our searching method is based on the color. All voxels
inside of the bounding space that is acquired by the previous sections are evaluated by the color of the projected
pixels in three images.

Projected Point

Projected Point

Different Color

Different Color Right Image

Top Image

Left Image

Occluded Point

Similer Color

(Rl, Gl, Bl)

(Rr, Gr, Br)

(Rt, Gt, Bt)

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Occlusion in Projective Voxel Space : (a) Occlusion in the real world ; (b) Occlusion in PVS

When a point of the surface is not in occlusion, the projected pixels in three images naturally have similar color.
If the point is occluded as shown in Figure 7, a point on the surface of the object can be seen from top and right
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images, and occluded in left image by some other object in this case. Using color of the left image in this case,
this voxel can't be detected as the correct matching point. Thus, searching has to be done with consideration of
occlusion.

In this paper, we assume that all surface of the object can be seen in at least two images. With this assumption, a
voxel, which contains correct matching points, must be projected to the similar color pixel in at least two images with
or without occlusion. So, we evaluate the voxel using the most similar pair in the projected pixel in three images.
This evaluation is denoted in equation (1), in which color of projected pixel is (Rt; Gt; Bt) in top image, (Rl; Gl; Bl)
in left image, and (Rr; Gr; Br) in right image as shown in Figure 7. The minimum value of Etl, Elr, and Ert is
adopted for the voxel evaluation. After evaluating all voxels in the bounding space acquired by shape-from-silhouette,
matching points are �nally obtained by taking the local minimum voxels in PVS.

Etl =
p
(Rt � Rl)2 + (Gt �Gl)2 + (Bt �Bl)2

Elr =
p
(Rl �Rr)2 + (Gl �Gr)2 + (Bl � Br)2

Ert =
p
(Rr � Rt)2 + (Gr �Gt)2 + (Br �Bt)2

(1)

Conversely, once the surface of the object is acquired anyhow in PVS, then it is easy to detect occluded point
in an image. As shown in Figure 7-(b), occlusion in the recti�ed image must happen in the direction of axis. Thus,
all occlusions are equal to the situation that two or more voxels exist on the axis directions in PVS, because all
projection lines are orthographic and three camera directions are vertical each other. In this way, the geometric
feature in PVS makes occlusion detection very easy. Therefore, the projected position of the hidden voxel in an
image can be easily found, and hiding relation between voxels can also be obtained in PVS. As described later in
Section 5, such occluding relation is important for synthesis of images.

(x1, y1) (x2, y2)

(x3, y3)

(                      )(x1+x2+x3)    (y1+y2+y3)
         3         ,            3

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Synthesis of the position of a point by interpolation : (a) Position of matching points in three input
images ; (b) Position of the point in the synthesized image in which the virtual viewpoint is the center or three
cameras

(r2, g2, b2)(r1, g1, b1)

(r3, g3, b3)

(r1+r2+r3)    (g1+g2+g3)    (b1+b2+b3)
         3         ,            3         ,           3(                                 )

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Synthesis of the color of a point by interpolation : (a) Color of matching points in three input images ;
(b) Color of the point in the synthesized image in which the virtual viewpoint is the center or three cameras
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5. SYNTHESIS OF IMAGES

Simple 2D morphing method can synthesize images based on the matching points in input images. The virtual
viewpoint for the synthesized image is described with the ratio of input images, and we call this ratio \view-ratio"
here. All matching points are placed in the synthesized image based on the position of matching points in original
images and view-ratio. Figure 8 shows an example of this interpolation of geometry. The color of points in the
synthesized image is blended from the pixel color in original images based on view-ratio. Figure 9 shows an example
of this interpolation of color value.

When a point is occluded in an image, blending from only two visible images solves the color of the interpolated
point as shown in Figure 10. Also, the occluded point must appear or disappear based on the occluding relationship
of the voxels and location of the virtual viewpoint. The acquired model in PVS contains the occluding relationship
between voxels that is notion about which voxel is hidden and which voxel hides that hidden voxel. Figure 11 shows
the concept of reproduction of occlusion. In Figure 11-(a), almost all points in the circle region are occluded by the
square region in the right image. As described, we have the notion \which point is hidden and which point hides".
This notion can obtain the geometry of points in the occluded circle region in the right image. Then, the position of
occluded points in the circle area can be interpolated in the same way of non-occluded points as shown in Figure 8.
The position of the points in the square region can be naturally interpolated because they are not occluded.

Figure 11-(b) shows examples of interpolated points in the circle region and interpolated points in the square
region. The occluding relationship between voxels also can determine the fact that the points in the square region

(r1, g1, b1)

(r3, g3, b3)

Occlusion
(r1+r3)    (g1+g3)    (b1+b3)
     2      ,        2      ,         2(                        )

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Synthesis of the color for a point in occlusion : (a) Color of matching points in three input images ; (b)
Color of the point in the synthesized image in which the virtual viewpoint is the center or three cameras

Synthesized Circle Region by Interpolation

Synthesized Square Region by Interpolation

Synthesized Circle Region by Interpolation

Synthesized Square Region by Interpolation

(a) (b)

Synthesized Image including Occlusion

(c)

Figure 11. Synthesis of the position and visibility for an occluded object : (a) Objects in two of the input images
(occlusion exists in the right image) ; (b) Particular positions of the objects synthesized by interpolation ; (c)
Reproduced occlusion in the interpolated image
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 12. Bounding space acquired by shape-from-silhouette method: (a) Shape-from-silhouette method with
three cameras in almost parallel directions; (b) Acquired shape by (a) ; (c) Acquired shape with additional camera

hide the points in the circle region. So, the interpolated point in the square region must be in the forefront of the
points in the circle region. Therefore, the occlusion can be reproduced in the interpolation as show in �gure 11-(c).

6. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our proposed method, we tested the method using real images. The fundamental
matrices were solved with about 30 matching points in each image. The silhouettes of the target objects were
obtained by preprocessing.

A 384 � 384 � 512 sized voxel space was constructed from three 640 � 480 sized input images shown in Figure
13. Figure 14 show depth maps based in the obtained matching in PVS. Figure 15 shows synthesized images based
on the obtained matching. Occluded points are synthesized plausibly, because the matching for those occluded points
was obtained in PVS. For example, right leg of the person appears or disappears by moving the virtual viewpoint.

Figure 16 shows another input images. A 256 � 512 � 512 sized voxel space was constructed from three 640 �
480 sized images. Three cameras were set in almost parallel direction in this case, and our proposed method required
an additional camera. The reason for the additional camera is as below.

In PVS, three recti�ed images are set in orthogonal directions to each other, however the directions of the
cameras are unknown in the real world. Turning back to Euclidean geometry, the shape-from-silhouette method is
just a projection of silhouette images to the 3D space. If cameras are set in almost parallel direction in the real
world, the acquired shape has huge ambiguity in a direction of center of three cameras in Euclidean space. This is
because the silhouette in three images contains almost identical information as shown in Figure 12-(a),(b). Even in
PVS, the result of shape-from-silhouette from such camera distribution also contains this kind of ambiguity. In such
cases, it is e�ective to apply one more camera which is set in vertical direction of three cameras, because this vertical
camera can reduce this ambiguity as shown in Figure 12-(c).

Figure 17 shows the additional camera image, and Figure 18 shows the depth maps based on the obtained
matching in PVS. Figure 19 shows synthesized images based on the obtained matching. Thus, occluded points (e.g.
left leg of the person) are synthesized plausibly again, because the additional camera works e�ectively.
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7. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on interpolation method using 3D voxel concept in projective geometry. PVS is constructed with
three images and weak calibration, and shape-from-silhouette method can be applied in this voxel space. A simple
method for detect the surface of objects in PVS is also proposed, and a method for synthesis of images is denoted.
Interpolated images are based on occluding relationship that makes the synthesis in better quality, because the
occluding relationship enables synthesis of occlusion plausibly. Experiments show the e�ectiveness of our proposed
method. In spite of using only simple methods, our proposed method use three images e�ectively and can interpolate
images from real images.
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Figure 13. Input images

Figure 14. Depth maps based on the reconstructed shape in PVS

Figure 15. Synthesized images based on the resolved matching
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Figure 16. Input images

Figure 17. Additional image

Figure 18. Depth maps based on the reconstructed shape in PVS

Figure 19. Synthesized images based on the resolved matching
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